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Abstract. Over the last few years, a number of impressive verification
tools and techniques have been developed for verifying limited classes
of systems and properties. These verification methods include test case
generation, static analysis, type checking, model checking, decision procedures, and interactive theorem provers. Effective large-scale verification
requires the careful integration of these verification tools so that deeper
properties of large systems emerge through the cooperative use of a suite
of tools. The integration of verification components must occur at both
the fine-grain and coarse-grain levels. It should facilitate the coordination of different tools in the construction of single, coherent verification.
We outline some of the challenges in achieving such an integration for
logic-based tools.

Computer-aided verification through the use of model checkers and theorem
provers has become a critical technology in the design of reliable systems. The
efforts of researchers over the past 50 years has yielded an impressive array
of verification tools. However, no single tool or technique is going to solve the
verification problem. We instead need a spectrum of formal methods and tools
ranging from test case generators, runtime verifiers, static analyzers, and type
checkers, to invariant generators, decision procedures, bounded model checkers,
explicit and symbolic model checkers, and program verifiers. These tools and
techniques are used to calculate properties of designs and implementations to
varying degrees of assurance [TRS03]. They are also interdependent so that a
useful verification system typically combines several of these techniques.
Tool integration has become critical need in computer-aided verification for a
variety of reasons. The individual tools have become quite sophisticated and
specialized and their development and maintenance requires a substantial investment of time and effort. Few research groups have the resources to afford
the development of custom tools. The range of applications of verification technology has been broadened to include a wide array of analyses such as test case
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generation, extended static checking, runtime verification, invariant generation,
controller synthesis, and proof-carrying code, to name a few recent developments.
Several of these applications make opportunistic use of available tools to achieve
partial but effective analyses that uncover a large class of bugs. Specialized tools
need to be employed in order to address the requirements of individual application domains such as hardware, operating systems, embedded real-time and
hybrid systems, and cryptographic protocols.
Predicate abstraction [SG97] is a good example of the integration of various
verification tools. Predicates over the concrete state space are used to construct
a finite-state approximation of the transitions and properties through the use
of theorem proving. Model checking is then used to explore the abstract state
space. If an abstract counterexample is found, a satisfiability checker can be
used to construct a corresponding concrete counterexample. If there is no such
concrete counterexample, techniques like interpolation [JM05] can be applied
to proof of unsatisfiability to refine the abstraction predicates so as to exclude
spurious abstract counterexamples.
We therefore argue that a program verifier as envisioned in the Verified Software Grand Challenge ought to consist of interconnected components for analysis and verification specialized to specific theories, logics, and logic fragments. The challenge here is to design a verification architecture that supports coherent integration between inference components for fine-grained and
coarse-grained interaction. Cooperating decision procedures in the style of the
Nelson–Oppen method [NO79] provide an example of fine-grained interaction. The combination of propositional satisfiability and ground decision procedures can be carried out through fine-grained interaction as in the lazy approach [BDS02,dMRS02,FJOS03] where a satisfiability solver is modified to produce assertions and queries for a decision procedure. Such a combination can also
be realized through a coarse-grained interaction as in the eager approach of using
a decision procedure to generate lemmas that assist a satisfiability solver interaction [BLS02]. PVS [ORS92] is a general-purpose proof assistant that supports
both a fine-grained interaction with a decision procedure and rewriter as well as
the coarse-grained integration of various inference procedures including a model
checker.
This position paper reports on the theoretical and practical challenges of building component tools as well as integrating components into a larger system.
The practical challenges are mainly in managing the trade-off between efficiency
and modularity, whereas the theoretical challenges are in achieving cohesive
fine-grained and coarse-grained interaction between specialized components. We
present two related challenges for a component technology for verification. The
first challenge addresses the interfaces that these components must support for
ease of integration. The second challenge focuses on the architectural frameworks
for coarse-grained and fine-grained integration of verification components.
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1

Interfaces for Embedded Deduction

Challenge 1:
Design of interfaces for dedicated verification components that
allow flexible use without loss of efficiency.
Verification tools can either be employed directly or embedded within other analysis tools such as type checkers, compilers, test case generators, and program
synthesizers. The interface of a verification engine for direct use can offer a complicated range of options but the primary control resides with the engine itself.
Embedded deduction components, on the other hand, require interfaces that are
controllable by the parent application. Such control requires components that
are
1. Online: Allow incremental processing of assertions and queries.
2. Resettable: Support the saving of contexts as well as backtracking to a prior
context with fewer assertions, and switching between contexts.
3. Queriable. Simplify expressions with respect to a context.
4. Evidential. Generate proof objects, unsatisfiable cores, and models.
5. Tunable. Provide prompt or any-time response that delivers useful partial
results in the face of resource constraints.
6. Integrable. Support fine-grained integration with other tools, possibly implemented in a different language, with seamless memory management and
error signalling.
For example, the lazy integration of a SAT solver with a theory-specific constraint
solver requires the SAT solver to provide interfaces for elaborating the splitting
heuristic and for resuming the search with additional clauses. Likewise, the constraint solver must contain operations for incremental and resettable processing,
maintaining multiple contexts, and for returning compact conflict sets. These
requirements are not orthogonal. For example, proof production can be used in
identifying conflict sets that can be used to support efficient backtracking in the
search procedure for satisfiability. Similarly, an efficient querying capability can
be exploited within the propagation steps of the satisfiability procedure.
This kind of flexibility, however, can impair efficiency in applications where these
features are irrelevant. With a narrow API, less of the implementation is exposed
leaving many more choices for the internal design of the component. It is often
easier to engineer and implement non-modular interaction without the overhead.
Indeed, Lampson [Lam] argues that only a small number of components, typically
those like data bases and compilers, actually see much reuse, and Boyer and
Moore argue that it is often easier to implement decision procedures that are
customized for a specific purpose than to adapt off-the-shelf components[BM86].
These challenges confront both the implementors and the integrators of components, and they are by no means unique to software. However, the problems
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are compounded by the fact that software offers manifold modes of interaction.
Though modularity poses serious challenges, we have already noted at the outset
that there are compelling reasons for pursuing it in the context of verification
software.

2

Architectures for Semantic Interaction

Challenge 2:
Design of an integration architecture that supports semantic
interaction between inference components.
Effective integration requires careful engineering of the components as well as
the integration frameworks. For this purpose, we have to distinguish between
coarse-gained and fine-grained interaction between components.
– Coarse-grained interaction can be between homogeneous components which
share the same pattern of usage such as tactics, or between heterogeneous
components such as model checkers and decision procedures. Components
themselves can be developed as libraries, or for online or offline use. Online
components process inputs incrementally and therefore employ algorithms
that are different from those in an offline component. In such an integration where components do not interfere with each other, the framework can
impose discipline on the interaction.
– Fine-grained interaction requires shared representations and shared state
between components and is typical of combination decision procedures over
a union of theories.
Many theorem proving systems are based on specific integration architectures
such as tactics-based integration [GMM+ 77] or Nelson-Oppen [NO79] combination. Because of the specific demands of these integration architecture, the
components are usually designed specifically for their use within these systems.
Modern verification components, however, are extremely sophisticated and their
implementation and maintenance require a substantial investment of time and
energy. This effort would be squandered if we cannot find effective ways of reusing
the components.
One particular challenge is to map between different logics of existing verification components [Mes89]. This does not only include the mapping of formulas
and theorems across theories, but also certificates including proofs or models.
We argue that the theoretical design of the composition framework is key to
achieving flexible and efficient integrated tool suites. This need is not peculiar
to verification tools, since composition is the primary challenge in any complex
design. In the case of integrated verification tools, formal composition frameworks are needed that provide architectures and interfaces for communicating
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models, properties, counterexamples, and proofs. We first discuss the challenge of
achieving coarse-grained integration, and then examine the case of fine-grained
integration.

2.1

A Tool Bus for Loosely Coupled Integration

A formal framework for the loose coupling of heterogeneous components must
provide
1. A read-eval-print loop for interacting with different components.
2. A scripting language for building analysis tools combining the existing components.
3. An interface for adding new components.
4. A mechanism for building evidence justifying the results of the analyses obtained by chaining together the evidence generated by the individual components.
5. An incremental, and possibly distributed, development manager for recording and rerunning development scripts in the face of changes.
6. A logical query mechanism for the database of developments and judgments.
We call this framework an evidential tool bus. Unlike most previous attempts for
building tool integration frameworks [DCN+ 00], the proposed verification tool
bus focuses on the conceptual level rather than the operational details of tool
invocation.
The basic primitive in the verification tool bus is an assertion of the form
T ` P : J which denotes the claim that tool T provides a proof P for judgment J. The proof P here need not be a mathematical proof but merely the
supporting evidence for a claim. In the integration, tools can communicate in
terms of labels for structures, where the content of these labels is internal to a
specific tool in a manner similar to variable abstraction in combination decision
procedures. For example, the BDD package exports labels for BDDs without
exposing their actual structure. The specific judgment forms can be syntactic as
well as semantic. Typical judgments include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A is a well-formed formula.
A is a well-typed formula in context τ .
a is a BDD representing the formula A.
C is a decision procedure context representing the input Γ .
A is satisfiable in theory T .
Γ is a satisfying assignment for A.
Γ is a minimal unsatisfiable set of literals.

Each component builds such judgments by forward chaining from existing judgments or backward chaining through the generation of proof obligations. For
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example, a type checker can establish a judgment of type correctness relative
to a set of proof obligations that are discharged either by a decision procedure or an interactive theorem prover. Mediating the interaction through such
judgments makes it possible to integrate a variety of verification tools such as
static analyzers, verification condition generators, slicers, predication abstraction
tools, model checkers, theorem provers, decision procedures, BDD packages, SAT
solvers, type checkers, and test case generators. These basic analysis techniques
can be invoked by scripts that support automated ways of decomposing verification tasks and assembling analysis results. The tool bus thus serves as a uniform
framework for interacting with existing components, adding new components,
defining scripts, translating between different logics, coordinating garbage collection, and managing the evidence generated.
Coarse-grained integration is necessary for building powerful verification tools
out of specialized analysis components. The main challenges here are in managing the translations between the logics and formats employed by the different
systems and managing the evidence produced by each component. Prior work
on integration such as PROSPER [DCN+ 00] and the Logic Broker Architecture
(LBA) [AZ01] has focused on operational details of the integration of components introduced as services or plug-ins. In contrast, our proposal for an evidential tool bus is directed at the conceptual level of specifying functionality
in logical form, building evidence through the coordinated use of heterogeneous
tools, and scripting the interaction between these tools.

2.2

Formal Architectures for Fine-Grained Integration

The integration frameworks described in the previous section dealt with the
loose coupling of large inference components such as those used in proof construction or model checking. In such an integration where components do not
interfere with each other, the framework can impose discipline on the interaction. Tight coupling therefore poses theoretical challenges that are not present
in the loosely coupled case. In a tightly coupled setting, the components interact through a shared state. The interaction has to be mediated through a
well-defined architecture to avoid unintended interference. Such an architecture
for composing components must allow component properties to be established
independent of the other components, and system properties to be derived from
those of the components. For the case of combination decision procedures, we
have developed a formal architecture that provides a theoretical framework for
composing decision procedures for specific theories to obtain a combination decision procedure for the union of these theories [RS01,GRS04]. This framework is
based on the concepts of inference systems and inference modules and a theory
of compositionality and refinement for inference systems.
Inference systems offer a scheme for defining sound and complete decision procedures for a specific theory. Inference components capture open decision procedures that can interact with similar components for other theories. An inference
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component is an inference structure where each configuration κ consists of a
shared part (a blackboard ) γ and a local, theory-specific part (a notebook ) θ.
The shared part γ contains the input constraints G in the union theory T∞ as
well as the shared constraints V in the intersection theory T0 . The semantic constraints on the inference relation of an inference module are slightly stronger than
those of an inference system since the former must interact with other inference
components by means of inputs and outputs through the shared blackboard.
The composition M1 ⊗ M2 of two inference modules M1 and M2 is defined
to yield an inference module with configurations of the form γ; θ1 , θ2 , where
γ, θi is a configuration in module Mi for i ∈ {1, 2}. The inference relation for
M1 ⊗ M2 is the union of those for the component modules and is applied to
the relevant part of the logical state. Two inference modules are compatible if
they can be shown to be jointly progressive on the shared part. The composition
of two compatible inference modules can be shown to be an inference module
for the union of the respective theories, provided these theories satisfy certain
conditions. A generalized component can be defined to capture the abstract
behavior of typical inference modules.
Inference modules can be shown to yield a modular presentation of
known combination results such as those of Nelson and Oppen [NO79],
Shostak [Sho84,Gan02,SR02], and Ghilardi [Ghi03]. These systems are, in a formal sense, refinements of generalized components. In practical terms, inference
modules provide a software architecture for combination decision procedures.
The architecture of the ICS decision procedures [dMOR+ 04] is based on inference modules.
The theory of open inference systems and inference modules is a small step in
the direction of a software architecture framework for tightly-coupled ground
decision procedures. Much more work is needed to handle the integration of
richer theories with overlapping signatures and quantification. A recent line of
work for generating combination decision procedures from general-purpose proof
engines has shown promising results [ABRS05].
Conclusions. Lampson [Lam] in his skepticism about component-based software development, and Boyer and Moore [BM86] in their critique of black box
decision procedures, correctly identify the many obstacles to the smooth integration of pre-existing components. Integration does pose significant challenges
in theory as well as practice. The technology involved in the construction of
inference components has become extremely sophisticated so that we have little
choice but to reuse existing software in the form of libraries as well as online
and offline components. Components then have to be explicitly engineered for
such embedded use through design and interface choices that provide flexibility without significantly compromising efficiency. In the last ten years, several
such components have been made available in the form of BDD packages, model
checking tools, and decision procedures, and these packages have been integrated
within larger systems. Though there is no consensus on the standardized interfaces for such packages, there is a growing empirical understanding of the trade7

offs between flexibility and efficiency. Integration frameworks for loosely coupled
components have been built around a shared description language. There is a
now an active body of research focused on architectures for tightly coupled integration. The theoretical challenges that are being addressed by ongoing research
include novel algorithms for online use, and formal architectures for composing
inference components that yield systems that are correct by construction. Finally, we have presented a proposal for a verification tool bus architecture that
combines various analysis tools within a framework for constructing reproducible
evidence.
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